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The “libmc” library provides Beehive software programmers with basic support for accessing the Beehive 
hardware from multi-core programs, for using core #1 as a multi-threaded network-connected management 
platform, and for low level debugging. 

The library is distributed as the “shared” folder of “samples.zip”.  In “shared” you will find several C header 
files (*.h), a library archive (libmc.a), and some macros for the “make” program (rules.mk). The sources for 
“libmc.a” are listed in “Makefile”, and consist of a mixture of C and assembler. You should build the library by 
passing its “Makefile” to a GNU-compatible version of “make”. 

The top level of “samples.zip” consists of a collection of sample programs that use these libraries. Feel free to 
use them as starting points for your own programs.  The “Makefile” in the top-level directory is a reasonable 
starting point for your own Makefile that uses libmc. The sample programs are listed in the top-level “0-
README.txt”. 

This document assumes that you have a basic familiarity with the Beehive hardware design, and have read the 
Beehive tool chain documentation (“Software tools for Beehive v2.pdf”). 

1. Getting Started 

You must arrange that when you link your program, “Bld” will search “libmc.a” for unresolved references, and 
that it will search libmc before libc. You should also arrange that the standard “base.o” is loaded first (at 0x1000). 
If you’re using “make”, you might find the macros in “shared/rules.mk” helpful.  For example: 

include shared/rules.mk 
yourProg.out: $(YOUROBJS) 
 $(BLD) -o $@ $^ $(LIBS) 

See the top-level “Makefile” in “samples.zip” for complete examples. (We assume there’s an “APIARY” 
environment variable defined, as mentioned in the tool chain documentation.) 

At the top level of your Beehive multi-core program you should normally not define the standard “main” 
function. Instead, define these two functions: 

void mc_init(int argc, const char **argv); 
void mc_main(int argc, const char **argv); 

When you do this, “Bld” will find an implementation of “main” in libmc. That implementation allocates 100,000 
byte stacks for each core, then calls “mc_init” in core #1. When “mc_init” returns, “main” calls “mc_main” in 
every other core, concurrently. Your implementation of “mc_init” can use the core #1 threading machinery (see 
section 5) to fork other tasks in core #1. There’s a cache flush after return from “mc_init”, and an invalidate 
before calling “mc_main”, so initialized state is communicated correctly between cores. 

To run your program, use “Bimg” to convert “yourProg.out” into the binary image file “yourProg.img”, then 
store it on your TFTP server as a file whose name is based on your core #1 Ethernet MAC address (e.g. “kcgb”).  



The algorithm for computing that file name is in the hardware documentation, and is replicated in the function 
“reboot” in “mcLibc.c”. 

Start the hardware, which will leave your RS232 line talking to a low-level shell on core #1. Type “z” to load 
the boot image from the TFTP server, then “x1000g” to start it. The “main” from libmc will behave as described 
above, calling “mc_init” then “mc_main” with “argc” set to 0 (and “argv” undefined). 

2. What’s Really Happening at Start-up 

The hardware logic starts core #1 executing normally at location 0, and starts the other cores as if after a 
breakpoint instruction, also at location 0. The standard bit stream loaded into the FPGA includes initial values of 
low memory in each core’s I-cache. For core #1 this comes from “master.s” in the hardware source tree, and for 
the others it is “slave.s”. 

In cores other than #1, “slave.s” saves the processor state then spins waiting for the core’s debug unit to 
receive a “restart” message, at which time the code loads the processor state from the save area, and transfers 
control to the restored PC. The I and D caches are flushed and invalidated appropriately. 

The code in “master.s” on core #1 writes (a copy of) the bits of “slave.s” into DRAM, then runs a low-level 
shell. Details of this shell are in the hardware documentation; most people will use only “z” and “x1000g” as 
described above. 

Normally, the image loaded by “z” starts with “base.o”, provided with the tool chain software. This is 
extremely short: it sets the stack pointer (SP) to a statically allocated 1000-byte stack, and calls “main”. The 
argument registers are passed untouched from the hardware shell (R3, which becomes “argc”, is 0). 

The “main” provided by libmc uses “malloc” to allocate stacks for each core (including core #1, using the 
core #1 threading machinery); it updates the save areas appropriately, and calls “mc_init”. On return from 
“mc_init”, it uses the hardware debug unit to make the other cores resume at a call of an internal function, which 
in turn calls “mc_main”.  There’s a bunch of cache flushing too: read the source “mcMain.c” for details. 
Returning from “mc_main” just spins forever. 

Fine print: “main” from libmc also calls “tm_installHandlers” to set up the low-memory trap code for 
transaction abort and overflow. 

Advanced users can modify any or all of this machinery.  Most people should be happy with just “mc_init” 
and “mc_main”. Some of the code in the initialization sequence is quite delicate, and the debugging facilities are 
extremely primitive. Caveat programmer. 

3. Multi-core Wrappers Around Core #1 Facilities 

Libmc provides wrappers (implemented in “mcLibc.c”) to share some facilities that are fundamentally controlled 
by core #1. The wrappers are written such that they can also be called in core #1. Assuming that you tell “Bld” to 
search libmc before libc, these wrappers will override the single-core definitions in libc. The functions wrapped 
are: 

int putchar(int c); 
// writes a character to the RS232 line 
 
int getchar(); 
// reads a character from the RS232 line, blocking 



 
void *malloc(size_t size); 
// returns memory in cache lines not shared with any other core 
 
void free(void *ptr); 
// invalidates cache in the calling core before freeing 
 
void reboot(char *name, char *arg); 
// see “reboot.h” for details 

The wrapper for “malloc” is not entirely transparent. The “malloc” provide by libc places each allocated block in 
disjoint D-cache lines, to prevent inter-core interference. But it leaves the “malloc” prefix words in the same line 
as the start of the allocated data. Since “malloc” can dirty the prefix words while allocating other memory, this 
can cause interference when dirty data is written back to main memory. To avoid this problem, the libmc wrapper 
for “malloc” separates the memory returned to the client into cache lines disjoint from the “malloc” prefix area. 

The wrapper for “free” undoes the fancy footwork of “malloc”. It also invalidates the relevant D-cache lines 
in the core that calls free, so that dirty memory there won’t interfere with later use of the same memory allocated 
to a different core. (As a general rule, a cache line should never be dirty in more than one core’s cache.)  See also 
the “CACHELINE” macro in intercore.h, below. 

The wrappers are implemented by sending a hardware inter-core message to core #1, then spinning on a 
memory location waiting for an in-memory result or acknowledgement from core #1 (which, for “reboot”, never 
arrives). Thus these functions do not interfere with your program’s use of the hardware inter-core message 
facility. 

4. Access to the Hardware Features 

All of the following are included in “libmc” and should be loaded on demand by “Bld”. They can all be called 
from any core. For each, the detailed specification is by comments in the header file. 

4.1. Low-level access to the hardware: intercore.h 

The header file “intercore.h”, implemented by “intercore.as”, provides C access to hardware facilities that require 
assembly language code (other than the transactional memory). There are also some convenience definitions for 
accessing things like the RS232 line, the local core number, and the hardware cycle counter. The hardware 
facilities supported here are the inter-core message facility, the hardware semaphore unit, control of the I and D 
caches, the save areas used in connection with the debug unit, and the display controller. 

The “CACHELINE” macro in “intercore.h” segregates a global variable into its own D-cache line, 
independent of any other variable, to avoid false sharing between cores. You need to use the “CACHELINE” 
macro whenever the global variables in a C compilation unit might be accessed by different cores. The usage is, 
e.g.: 

static int i CACHELINE = 17; 
static char *s CACHELINE = “hello”; 

You don’t need the “CACHELINE” macro to segregate global variables from different C compilation units. The 
Beehive linker, with its default settings, arranges that global variables defined in separate compilation units are 



always placed in separate cache lines. So, for example, two compilation units, one running exclusively on core 1 
and one exclusively on core 2, don’t need to worry about false sharing between their global variables. (If you use 
obscure C features such as declaring a variable in multiple compilation units with different types, you probably 
need to read the fine print in the tool chain documentation.) 

The “cache_invalidate” and “cache_invalidateMem” functions in intercore.h first perform a flush of the same 
cache lines, to avoid losing data; you don’t need to do this yourself. If you really want to discard dirty data from 
the cache (a rare event), you can do so by using the cache invalidate I/O address directly, passing it to the 
“rawWrite” function.  The only example of this within libmc is in the assembly code for transaction abort and 
overflow, in “trapHandlers.as”. 

4.2. Display controller: display.h 

The header file “display.h”, implemented by “display.c”, provides C functions that use the display controller for 
simple graphics. These provide basic stuff, like painting rectangles, plus functions to parse and/or decompress 
(some) BMP and GIF files. The painting functions support full alpha-composition. This is reasonably efficient for 
fully transparent or fully opaque pixels (as in GIF), but it is extremely slow in other cases (as in PNG). The 
sample programs “slideshow”, “globe”, and “globeTM” demonstrate the use of these functions. 

4.3. Hoare monitors: monitor.h 

The header file “monitor.h”, implemented entirely inline, uses the hardware semaphore unit to provide the 
semantics of Hoare monitors and condition variables. The sample program “globe” demonstrates the use of these 
functions. Alternatively, the sample program “produce” shows how to do Mesa-style condition variables (not 
including “broadcast”) with the hardware semaphore unit. 

 

4.4  Reboot: reboot.h 

The header file “reboot.h”, implemented in “mcLibc.c”, provides software reboot of the machine. The real work 
happens on core #1, which restores the hardware as closely as possible to its initial boot state, and restarts with a 
new boot image downloaded from the TFTP server. “Reboot” allows you to pass an argument to “main” (and 
thence to “mc_init” and “mc_main”), to parameterize further program execution. 

This facility is also available through the “rb” command in mini-teledebug (see below). 

4.5  Setjmp/longjmp: setjmp.h 

The header file “setjmp.h”, implemented by “setjmp.as”, provides the standard C setjmp/longjmp facility. It is 
used by the transactional memory software to handle aborts and retries. 

4.6. Hardware transactional memory: tm.h 

The header file “tm.h”, implemented by “tm.c” along with “trapHandlers.as”, provides access to Beehive’s 
hardware transactional memory. 

The transactional support consists of three functions. “tm_startTx” starts a transaction, and must be matched 
(at the same syntactic level) by a call of “tm_endTx”. During a transaction, if some required condition is not 
satisfied, you can call “tm_retryTx” to abort the transaction; the transaction will be restarted at an appropriate 
time. (The implementation of “tm_retryTx” is entertaining.) 



You can nest transactions. The semantics are “closed nesting”, i.e., the effects of an inner transaction are not 
committed outside of the outer transactions until the outermost transaction commits. This is implemented by a 
simple reference-counting mechanism. 

Note that Beehive’s transactional memory serializes transactions, but does not isolate transactions from non-
transactional code. In particular, transactional writes can, in some circumstances, be seen be non-transactional 
code before the transaction commits. 

The sample program “globeTM” demonstrates the use of these functions. The initialization function 
“tm_installHandlers” is usually invoked for you from libmc’s “main”. If you’re not using that “main”, you must 
call it yourself before using the rest of the transaction machinery. Note that “tm.h” uses hardware semaphore 63. 

The function tm_installHandlers also patches a breakpoint instruction into word 0 of memory, to catch some 
wild jumps. 

You are welcome to use the hardware transactional memory machinery directly, without tm.h. But in that case 
you must use “tm.c” and “trapHandlers.as” as documentation. The raw hardware documentation is not sufficient. 

CAUTION: in the current version of the libraries, you must not call functions with external side-effects from 
within a transaction. In particular, a call of “malloc” will not behave well. We plan to improve this, sometime. 
Also, you cannot use the debugger inside transactions (see section 6). 

5. Libraries for Core #1 

In Beehive, it’s generally convenient to use core #1 specially, as a place to control and manage the other cores. 
For example, usually core #1 controls the RS232 line, implements a shared “malloc”, and runs the Ethernet 
controller. There are libraries in libmc specialized to core #1. These are programmed assuming they are used in a 
single core, and they must not be used from any other core. 

You can use these facilities directly from your own “main”, but more commonly you will use them in 
combination with the “mc_init” and “mc_main” mechanism described in section 1. 

See also “mini-teledebug” (section 6), a debugging program that runs on core 1, started from “main” in libmc. 

5.1. Threads: threads.h 

The header file “threads.h” provides a single-core, non-pre-emptive thread mechanism. The primitives should be 
familiar, and follow the style of Posix threads. Threads are created with 100,000 byte stacks. Use “thread_fork 
and “thread_join” in the usual way. Since the library is non-premptive, your code must call “thread_yield” 
explicitly when undertaking an unbounded wait (as, for example, is done inside the libmc “getchar” function) or a 
long computation. 

There is a “thread_sleep” function. The “thread_now” function provides a real-time clock, based on the 
hardware cycle counter; but it assumes that thread context switches happen often enough to avoid the 32-bit cycle 
counter wrapping. 

The library provides a range of synchronization operations, including binary semaphores, mutexes, and Mesa-
style condition variables. See the sample program “miscTests” for examples of using this library; or see the 
implementation of “network.h”. 

5.2. Networking stack (and message queue multiplexer): network.h 

The header file “network.h” provides an Ethernet driver, a basic IP/TCP network stack, and multiplexes use of the 
hardware message queue on core #1. It uses and is integrated with the core #1 threading machinery. 



The facilities are layered in the obvious way, with incoming traffic handled by up-calls to registered handlers 
at each level: message queue, raw Ethernet traffic, IP, UDP and TCP. The library includes support for ICMP, 
ARP, DHCP client, UDP, TCP, DNS client, and TFTP client. 

The IP implementation assumes a very simple local networking environment (e.g. a single global gateway). 
The TCP implementation is not optimized, and will perform poorly on congested or unreliable networks. See the 
sample program “httpd” for examples of using this library. 

6. Mini-teledebug 

Libmc includes a teledebug server, called “MTD”, accessed from a remote machine with telnet at port 4251. It has 
a simple command line interface. Type “h” for a list of the commands. MTD is purely a numeric debugger: there 
are no symbol tables. Use the loader’s “.map” output to find the addresses of global variables and function entry 
points in your program. 

MTD is not started automatically by libmc, because it perturbs performance measurements. Instead, if you 
want debugging support, you must call “mtd_enable(argc, argv)”, declared in “mtd.h”. Most likely you will make 
this call at the beginning of your “mc_init” function. See the comments in “mtd.h” for details. You might find it 
convenient to use “#ifdef ” around the call, and enable debugging with a “-D” command line argument to gcc. 

MTD provides read, write, and modify access to data memory, instruction memory, and per-core registers. 
You can manually stop or resume execution in the other cores (non-1). You can use breakpoints to interrupt and 
resume execution at particular instructions. 

The central abstraction in MTD is the “current location”, which can be a data word address (“w”), a byte 
address (“b”), a register (“r”) in a particular core (“c”), or an instruction address (“i”). Most of the commands 
affect the current location. Note that “byte address” is a figment, created by gcc and not directly supported by the 
hardware. The display of instruction locations includes disassembly of the instruction. 

MTD keeps track of the execution state of each core, classified as “running”, “stopped” (stopped manually), 
“breakpoint” (stopped by hitting a breakpoint), or “killed” (stopped destructively). The “s” and “g” commands 
manually stop or resume cores’ execution. The “k” command sets or clears a breakpoint, at the current instruction 
location. 

The cores’ execution states, and the set of breakpoints, are preserved independently of the current telnet 
connection. 

CAUTION: with the present hardware, MTD cannot see the state of a core that’s executing within a 
transaction. It’s worse than you think: if a transactional core hits a breakpoint, MTD cannot even see the core’s 
saved processor state. We plan to improve this sometime. Meanwhile, don’t set breakpoints inside transactional 
code. 

See the appendix (below) for a 2-page summary of MTD’s commands. 



Appendix: Beehive Mini-teledebug Commands 

The "current location" is a word, byte, or instruction address, 
or a register number.  Its contents are shown before every command. 
 
Some commands have an integer argument "x", which can be a signed 
decimal or hex number (123 or -123 or 0x1af), or a character ('c', using 
single quotes, final quote optional). 
  
<newline> ... move to next location 
+ x ... move forward by x locations 
-   ... move to previous location 
- x ... move back by x locations 
.   ... redisplay the current location (re-reading its value) 
*   ... new location using the current location's value. See "h *" 
= x ... write x into current location and move to next location 
#   ... remainder of line is a comment; also moves to next location 
b   ... new byte location with the most recent b, i, or w address 
b x ... new byte location with address x 
c   ... report the current core number and the state of the cores 
c x ... use core x for register locations 
fp  ... frame pointer; synonym for "r 23" 
g   ... resume all stopped or breakpoint cores.  See "h g" 
g x ... resume one stopped or breakpoint core. See "h g" 
h   ... show this text 
h * ... help for the "*" command 
h g ... help for the "g" command 
h s ... help for the "s" command 
i   ... new instruction location with most recent b, i, or w address 
i x ... new instruction location with address x 
k   ... set or clear a breakpoint at the current location 
lk  ... link register; synonym for "r 30" 
pc  ... program counter; synonym for "r 31" 
q   ... close the current debugging connection 
r   ... new register location using most recent register number 
r x ... new register location with register number x 
rb  ... reboot using the same boot image name and arg as got us here 
sp  ... stack pointer; synonym for "r 28" 
s   ... stop (optionally kill) all running cores.  See "h s" 
s x ... stop (optionally kill) one running core.  See "h s" 
w   ... new word location with the most recent b, i, or w address 
w x ... new word location with address x 



Indirect: “*” 

The "*" command moves to a new location whose address is the current 
location's "value".  It is supported from a word or register 
location, with the contents as the "value", and it is not supported 
from a byte location. 
 
From an instruction location, it is supported only if the debugger 
can compute the instruction's "outx" value by simple static 
analysis.  In that case the "outx" value is used as the address of a 
new instruction location.  You can use "w" or "b" to re-interpret 
it as a word or byte location. 
 
The simple static analysis handles load-link-immediate, and any 
following instruction that uses Ra=link and a constant instead of 
Rb.  It also handles any instruction where Ra=PC and which uses a 
constant instead of Rb.  These cases include most uses of long_ld, 
long_call and PC-relative jumps. 
 
When the current location allows "*", there is a "*" at the prompt. 

Stop: “s” 

The debugger keeps track of the execution state of each core, as: 
  - running    ... executing normally 
  - breakpoint ... suspended because of a breakpoint 
  - stopped    ... suspended by an explicit "stop" request 
  - killed     ... suspended by a "kill" request 
The "s" command sends a "stop" request to each "running" core, 
then waits 20 msec for responses.  If any core is still "running", it 
then offers to send a "kill" request to the "running" cores. 
Note that a second "s" command is harmless, and gives you an extra 
opportunity to send "kill" to "running" cores.  See also "h g". 
 
The "s" command finishes with a summary of the states of the cores: 
r = running, b = breakpoint, s = stopped, k = killed. 

Go: “g” 

The "g" command resumes execution of any "breakpoint" or 
"stopped" cores.  Cores that are "running" or "killed" are 
unaffected.  You can move a core from "killed" to "stopped" by 
modifying its PC.  See also "h s" for a summary of core states. 
 
The "g" command finishes with a summary of the states of the cores: 
r = running, k = killed. 


